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METHODS FOR ESTIMATING “FUEL POVERTY” IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Abstract

The Ukrainian energy market has been analyzed region-wise in terms of consumption of fuel and energy resources by household sector. Critical aspects of improving energy security have been reflected in the context of the use of energy resources. The principal directions of the socially responsible market economy system have been offered in the light of the country’s economic security in terms of overcoming “fuel poverty”. Cognitive features of the “fuel poverty” phenomenon have been defined. Mathematical modeling of the “fuel poverty” index has been carried out using the following approaches: “after fuel cost poverty”; energy expenditure above 10% of disposable income; the Low Income – High Costs, where households with relatively high energy costs and low income are emphasized. A model of the final calculation of household energy costs has been developed for the purpose of optimal management. The graphical abstract of the obtained “fuel poverty” index solutions has been presented, with the upper left corner – low income – high costs – serving as a critical zone. The block diagram of improving the socially responsible market economy system in the light of overcoming “fuel poverty” has been offered.
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INTRODUCTION

In Ukraine, the formation of an energy policy aimed at transforming energy into an economically lucrative, flexible economy sector involves the creation of competitive domestic energy markets, minimization of dominance of one of the energy production methods or fuel supply routes, elimination of cross subsidization, abolition of the existing energy supply subsidy system, transition to market pricing (Analytical Report to the Annual Address of the President of Ukraine to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2017). On its way to Ukraine’s energy market deregulation and in the context of establishing economically justified rates for all consumers, including households, and curtailing domestic consumption of energy resources, Ukraine's social protection system is not able to provide effective protection of consumers against the side effects of Ukraine's energy market deregulation, namely, against a galloping increase in prices for fuel and energy resources and inefficient social policy that requires urgent changes and improvements. Therefore, the concept of energy security in terms of the availability of energy for domestic consumption is of high relevance and occurs widely in scientific works. As a matter of fact, although the process of ensuring energy security has been systemic until recently, it was characterized by using various approaches to its implementation and requires improvement. Since the strategic vision is
the driving force of any process, the construction of a task system and the development of specific measures aimed at addressing the issue of “fuel poverty” in the social protection system are of paramount importance in terms of achieving sustainable solutions. The above insights require an informed choice of the most appropriate methodological approaches to evaluating the object data. As far as the management of objects of the energy and social and economic sectors are concerned, it should be borne in mind that the said choice should provide for a number of standardizations. The solutions obtained using the proposed approaches allow to build a socially responsible market economy system aimed at improving and raising social standards of living. The above is indicative of the fact that the area of research dedicated to the methodological approaches to estimating “fuel poverty” is topical and necessary in terms of Ukraine’s energy market deregulation.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

The relevance of research into the search for reliable, stable energy supply of the economy and the public is emphasized by many researchers, namely, Sukhodolia and Smenkovskyi (2013) who have been investigating the creation of the necessary institutional framework for energy functioning in market conditions and the paternalistic expectations of the public. Gavkalova et al. (2011) focus on energy-saving solutions and ways to improve the state of energy saving of the public. Shevtsov (2008) explores the public energy supply policy and the introduction of non-conventional energy sources. Particular aspects of this range of problems from the perspective of overcoming non-monetary poverty have been considered by Poliakova and Novosilska (2015) who have studied the public poverty in terms of consumption. However, Vasyliev (2010) estimates the public poverty in terms of living conditions, with Shyshkin (2016) estimating the public poverty in terms of living facilities. The theoretical and practical aspects of the problems of overcoming fuel poverty can be found in the works of foreign specialists (Nussbaumer, Bazilian, Modi, & Kandeh K. Yumkella, 2011; Thomson, Bouzarovski, & Snell, 2017; Pye & Dobbins, 2015; Schuessler, 2014). The methodological aspects of measuring fuel poverty are considered in the investigations by Hills (2011), Boardman (1991).

The scientific refinements of domestic researchers reflect the problem of overcoming fuel poverty in Ukraine quite fragmentarily. In particular, in his work, Vashchenko (2013) focused on the procedural and institutional foundations for the formation and implementation of public policies aimed at combating fuel poverty within the framework of EU legal requirements. In their analytical refinement “Ukraine on the Verge of Fuel poverty: How to Protect Socially Vulnerable Groups”, the specialists of the International Center for Policy Studies (Gazizullin, Lozovy, & Eiklz, 2013) lay special emphasis on researching into the problems of protecting vulnerable energy consumers as part of the reform of the energy market.

A range of outcomes of these studies suggests that the existing approaches to addressing the issue of overcoming “fuel poverty” rely on clarifying the cognitive features of this phenomenon. Apparently, acceptable solutions can be found only provided the final process state with a given degree of accuracy is known. Therefore, the current issue of developing methodological approaches to the actual calculation of the “fuel poverty” index remains unsolved. Similar approaches allow to investigate a set of factors affecting the phenomenon under study. This part of the problem can be solved by developing a procedure for synthesizing optimal solutions to overcome the “fuel poverty” phenomenon using the process management criteria based on obtaining an alternative description of the final state.

2. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH

The purpose of this research is to develop a methodology for studying the “fuel poverty” phenomenon in Ukraine’s social and economic system, as well as to identify ways of addressing the issues of socially vulnerable consumers of fuel and energy resources in terms of deregulation of energy markets.
For this purpose, the following challenges are to be met:

- to distinguish the components of Ukraine’s social protection and energy market systems;
- to analyze the income behavior of the public in terms of Ukrainian regions and the expenditures of households on fuel and energy resources;
- to study Ukraine’s energy market pricing policy;
- to investigate the household performance in terms of their number, size, area, average household income;
- to verify the signs of the “fuel poverty” phenomenon based on the scientific research analysis;
- to substantiate measures to overcome “fuel poverty” aimed at improving the social services office.

3. METHODOLOGY

The methodological basis of the research is official statistical information, analytical reports, and scientific papers. The following methods are used to process this information: abstraction, analysis, synthesis, description, interpretation, etc.

Features of the “fuel poverty” phenomenon occur where a household is unable to meet its basic energy needs, namely, maintain proper temperature levels in the premises, have enough energy sources for cooking, etc. Generally, a household with energy costs exceeding a certain percentage of income is considered energy poor. Thus, a number of European governments and international organizations working on poverty reduction use a 10% fuel poverty threshold. Fuel poverty criteria can be more complex and, other than spending on energy resources, consider factors such as consumption levels, prices for energy resources and energy efficiency of households. In general, any household carries a risk of ending up below the fuel poverty line due to three factors: low income, low energy efficiency, high rates and energy prices (see Figure 1).

Three factors of fuel poverty are inextricably linked. Thus, the heat efficiency of the building directly affects the total expenditures for heating: residents of a poorly heat-insulated household will pay more and carry a greater risk of ending up below the fuel poverty line. At the same time, they carry a risk of falling into a trap, since low incomes will not allow them to pay for heat insulation of the household or modernization of the energy generation/supply infrastructure, thus making them pay extra money for the energy consumed. Equally touchy is the habit of irrational utilization of energy resources caused by the current social assistance system and understated social rates.

Figure 1. “Fuel poverty” model

Today, the greater part of the Ukrainian population is experiencing a high burden of utility costs. Thus, in 2016, 5.9 million households out of about 15 million Ukrainian households applied for subsidies for reimbursement of expenditures for liquefied gas and other household fuel. A further increase in natural gas rates by one third will bring about an increase in costs by to more than 10% of the household’s disposable income for about 45% of the country’s population.

The authors carried out the mathematical modeling of approaches to the definition of “fuel poverty”. The John Hills’ (2011) “after fuel cost poverty” approach consists in measuring the residual household income after subtracting fuel and upkeep costs and comparing it to the poverty threshold, which is mainly 60% of the average national income after subtracting fuel and upkeep costs.

\[ AFCP_i = \frac{RI_i}{0.6 \cdot RI}, \]  

where \( RI_i \) is a residual income of the average household in the \( i \)-th region per year, \( RI \) is a residual income of the average Ukrainian household per year, \( AFCP_i \) is a ratio of \( RI_i \) to 60% of \( RI \) – (poverty threshold).

\[ RI_i = HI_i - FC_i, \]  

where \( HI_i \) is a net income of the average household in the \( i \)-th region per year, \( FC_i \) is an energy cost of the average household in the \( i \)-th region per year.

\[ HI_i = IC_i \cdot AS_i, \]  

where \( IC_i \) is an income per person of the \( i \)-th region per year, \( AS_i \) is an average size of households in the \( i \)-th region.

In our case, we subtracted all energy costs of the average household per year from the average annual regional household income per year. In fact, this is the so-called after fuel cost income. The same income was typical for the whole Ukraine for the relevant year. Further, we had this income divided by 60 percent of the same income for Ukraine. The result can be called an after fuel cost “fuel poverty” index. No region showed this index less than one. Although, in some regions, it was almost critical. In particular, this applies to Cherkasy region. According to this approach, however, households can be considered “energy poor” in those regions, where the said index is less than 1.6.

According to the Boardman’s approach (Boardman, 1991), a household can be considered “energy poor” provided it requires more than 10% of its disposable income to be spent on fuel in order to maintain satisfactory heating conditions and all other energy services. This is the definition of the “fuel poverty” in terms of the coefficient of income, i.e., an energy-expenditure-above-10%-of-disposable-income approach.

We performed calculations using the following formula:

\[ EA_i = \frac{FC_i}{HI_i}, \]  

where \( FC_i \), \( HI_i \) are detailed in the previous approach, \( EA_i \) is a share of energy costs (Boardman’s approach).

According to this approach, a household is considered energy poor provided it requires more than 10% of its disposable income to be spent on fuel (energy resources) to maintain satisfactory heating conditions and all other energy services. Understandably, the consideration of such a component as supporting satisfactory heating conditions requires considerable follow-up household surveys. In addition, the very households can be energy-saving. With this in mind, in our calculations, we had the annual average household’s expenditures for all types of energy resources divided by its corresponding disposable income. If the index is greater than 0.1, it means that this household spends more than 10% of its disposable income on energy resources. Therefore, it can be considered energy poor. Since 2015, this fuel poverty has been clearly traced in Ukraine, when energy prices in UAH began to rise sharply, primarily for gas and heat energy. Since 2015, calculations have shown two regions, whose residents spend more than 20% of their disposable income on energy. These are Cherkasy and Kharkiv regions. However, there is a great disparity between Kyiv and other Ukrainian regions. The calculations performed in Kyiv show that the energy spending of this city’s residents accounts for only 3-4 percent of their disposable income.
Another Hills’ approach (Hills & John, 2011) – the Low Income – High Costs (LIHC) – consists in distinguishing households that have relatively high energy costs and low income. Apparently, this idea is more flexible than the previous ones. The corresponding index requires two threshold levels: one threshold for after fuel cost poverty, and another for energy costs, as defined on the basis of the mean expenditure of all households. In our case, the average level in Ukraine was taken as the threshold level of the after fuel cost poverty index, i.e., the average residual household income after subtracting energy costs. In addition, the average energy costs level in Ukraine was taken as the household energy costs threshold level. Accordingly, the average regional household was considered energy poor provided the corresponding residual income \( R_{ii} \) was less than the Ukraine’s average, and the energy costs \( FC \) were greater than the Ukraine’s average costs \( FC_{avg} \) for the year of interest.

For comparison there, were used the average values of household indexes in different regions. This is because a detailed survey involving a large sample of households requires considerable financial expenditure, including the development of methods for classifying households by different types of buildings, walls, types of heating, etc., and thus the determination of expected energy consumption on the basis thereof.

4. RESULTS

The author developed a formula of the final calculation of household energy costs \( FC_{ij} \) for the purpose of optimal management. The calculation of energy costs includes: 1) heat energy; 2) gas; 3) electricity; 4) peat; 5) coal; 6) firewood; 7) liquefied butane and propane. We analyzed the history of consumption of the aforementioned resources by the domestic sector in the period 2011–2016 in the context of Ukrainian regions, as well as carried out an analysis of prices for the relevant fuel and energy resources in the period 2011–2016, using such references as Main Inspectorate of the State Energy Inspection. Dynamics of Electricity Consumption by Regions of Ukraine (2016), Main Statistics Service of Ukraine. Results of Use of Fuel, Heat, and Electricity (2016), National Joint-Stock Company Naftogaz of Ukraine. Use of Natural Gas (2016). We calculated the expenditures per household for all the aforementioned resources per year by region. Thus, the calculation was performed using the formula:

\[
EC_{ij} = W_i \cdot PW + G_i \cdot PG + E_i \cdot PE + T_i \cdot PT + C_i \cdot PC + D_i \cdot PD + B_i \cdot PB,
\]

where \( W_i, G_i, E_i, T_i, C_i, D_i, B_i \) are the volume of consumption of heat energy, gas, electricity, peat, coal, firewood, liquefied butane and propane, respectively, per household in the \( i \)-th region per year, and \( PW, PG, PE, PT, PC, PD, PB \) are the prices of the corresponding energy resources, whereas the price-consumption ratio was considered in measuring the energy costs (Ukraine is known to have a reduced rate for monthly consumption of up to 150 kWh, and an increased rate for monthly consumption from 150 to 800 kWh).

According to the above methodology, it can be stated, when summarizing the results of calculating the indexes of the actual presence of the phenomenon of public “fuel poverty” and its level in Ukrainian regions, that the said phenomenon exists in the greater part of Ukraine, namely, 46% of Ukrainian regions have already ended up in the critical region, i.e., the region of high costs and low household income (top left corner on the graphs). The cause of current “fuel poverty” was not only low energy efficiency of households and their low income level, but also a rapid increase in prices for fuel and energy resources. The effect of this factor is confirmed by calculations given in Table 1 using the Boardman’s approach that proved that fuel poverty occurs when the household’s expenditures for fuel and energy resources exceed 10% of the household’s disposable income. According to our calculations, since 2015, when Ukraine’s energy market prices have skyrocketed, most of Ukrainian regions have passed a 10% milestone of expenditures for fuel and energy resources. Simply put, since 2015, the households of these regions have begun to spend more than 10% of their disposable income for energy. Therefore, according to the Boardman’s approach (see Table 1), since 2015, the “fuel poverty” phenomenon has been observed in such Ukrainian regions as Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk, Ivano-Frankivsk,
Kirovohrad, Lviv, Kharkiv (2016) and Cherkasy with the highest "fuel poverty" index value.

From the perspective of the Hills' approach stating that this phenomenon occurs when the residual income is compared to 60% of Ukraine's mean average income of the public after subtracting electricity, fuel and upkeep costs, we found that the higher the value of household income after subtracting energy costs (above 1.6), the richer the region will be considered and vice versa. Since such Ukrainian regions as Vinnytsia, Volyn, Zhytomyr, Transcarpathian, Ivano-Frankivsk, Kirovohrad, Luhansk, Mykolaiv, Poltava, Rivne, Ternopil, Kherson, Khmelnytskyi, Cherkasy, Chernivtsi, Chernihiv had the average household residual income after subtracting energy costs less than Ukraine's average residual income as a whole (< 1.6), this approach allows to consider these Ukrainian regions energy poor (see Table 1).

According to the third approach, i.e., when comparing the household with the threshold of Ukraine's average residual income and the energy costs of the average household in a given region to the threshold of Ukraine's average household energy costs (see Table 1), it can be seen that such regions as Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhzhia, Ivano-Frankivsk, Kyiv, Luhansk, Poltava, Khmelnytskyi, Cherkasy are energy poor since their average household income is less than the average national income, and energy costs are higher than Ukraine's average.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it should be noted that if the comparisons had been based on the standard fixed and accurately surveyed and calculated household energy costs with due regard for all energy efficiency specifications of the house, that could be considered standard, instead of using the average national income or the average national energy costs, the calculations would be accurate, and the “fuel poverty” index would be much higher.

Since the critical “fuel poverty” level indexes have been typical for the three approaches suggested in this research (see Table 1), it can be argued that Ivano-Frankivsk, Luhansk, Poltava, Kharkiv, Khmelnytskyi, and Cherkasy regions are energy poor, where households are unable to meet their basic energy needs, namely, maintain proper temperature levels in the premises, have enough energy sources in domestic services, with energy costs exceeding a certain percentage of the household income.

Therefore, a part of Ukraine's population ended up on the threshold of fuel poverty due to the following factors:

- low income: according to household income estimates, 52% of households featured limited consumption of non-food products and services, with bulk of disposable income thereof spent on food in 2016;
- low energy efficiency: the country's housing stock has poor energy efficiency, with losses of heat supplied to multiple-occupancy buildings accounting for approximately 70% due to a lack of proper heat insulation of buildings and energy management;
- high rates and resulting prices for the public. For example, gas rates for the public cover only 20-30% of the cost of services. However, the rate increase is necessary to continue the energy market reforms.

Therefore, guarantees for the protection of vulnerable consumers should be included in the energy and social programs of the relevant members of the Energy Community (Shyshkin, 2016). The adverse economic effect of price jumps on these consumer groups can be reduced as a result of an objective reestimate of those eligible for assistance, which will allow the government to save more money to be channeled to the protection of target groups in the case of an increase in energy prices.

The authors carried out the implementation of resulting solutions into graphic abstract (see Figures 2, 3).

Experience shows that one of the prerequisites for achieving success is the construction of an integrated effective management system with efficient mechanisms of redistribution of the resources received among different social groups. According to Pavlyuk (2010), the provision of social assistance and social services to appropriate beneficia-
Table 1. Results of numerical simulation of the “fuel poverty”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ukraine by region / year</th>
<th>After fuel cost poverty approach compared with 60 percent of the mean national income</th>
<th>10% ratio approach (energy income ratio)</th>
<th>Low income – high costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ukraine                 | 1.666666667 | 1.666667 | 1.666667 | 1.666667 | 1.666667 | 0.046304 | 0.043154 | 0.046978 | 0.125955 | 0.130667 | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | FALSE | False
Figure 2. The “fuel poverty” modeling outcomes for Ukraine’s regions as a result of high energy costs and low household income.
Figure 3. The “fuel poverty” modeling outcomes for Ukraine’s regions as a result of measuring the residual household income after subtracting fuel and upkeep costs and comparing it to the poverty threshold, which is mainly 60% of the average national income after subtracting fuel and upkeep costs: a, b, c, d, e – annual simulation diagrams.

Note: a, b, c, d, e – annual simulation diagrams.
ries – vulnerable social and other groups – helps not only prevent individual citizens and their families from ending up below the poverty threshold, but also impede the decline in aggregate demand, thus limiting the potential depth of the recession and post-crisis economic conditions and increasing the potential for economic recovery.

Flexibility underlying EU directives gives Ukraine the opportunity to take advantage of a large array of schemes and mechanisms providing social assistance to vulnerable consumers. The positive experience of financing improvements in energy efficiency of residential buildings and the effect on low-income households are given in Energy Efficiency Schemes for Low-Income Households (2010).

The Energy Community Treaty is based on the principle of encouraging measures promoting the consumer right protection through the use of market-oriented tools and/or those that do not damage the market. These measures include non-rate support methods (based on subsidies and targeted payments), as well as various non-financial remedies. The Ukraine’s social protection system is quite manifold and provides for various financial measures aimed at population protection (rates, subsidies, payments). However, the system coverage is too broad, and the system itself has insufficient targeting. Therefore, the optimal set of regulatory and social measures to be taken as a basis of the social action plan relies on the assessment of the actual level of vulnerability of Ukrainian consumers. The existing financial measures should be supplemented by non-financial measures based on this estimate. The social action plan wording should also result from extensive consultations with stakeholders and the assessment of ability of the Ukrainian government to enable operation of the new protection system (Gazizullin, Lozovyi, & Eiklz, 2013). The system of overcoming “fuel poverty” in terms of constructing a socially-oriented market economy in Ukraine should address management measures given in Figure 4.

**Figure 4.** System for overcoming “fuel poverty” in the aspect of constructing a socially-oriented market economy in Ukraine
CONCLUSION

1. The essence of the “fuel poverty” category has been reported and it has been found that the characteristic features of fuel poverty are the inability of certain social groups and strata to meet their needs in energy resources in the context of the energy market deregulation; immaturity of the public needs for energy resources and the level of their implementation that affects the level and extent of fuel poverty; forced deprivation of people of the opportunity to meet their energy needs, which are necessary to maintain the lifestyle inherent in a specific society in a given period.

2. The level of “fuel poverty” in Ukrainian regions has been estimated, the system of measures has been developed to overcome fuel poverty, as well as the principal objectives of ensuring energy security have been determined on the basis thereof.

3. Based on the analysis inference can be drawn that in a number of Ukrainian regions, households are already “energy poor” and require an effective and reliable energy supply, introduction of energy efficient housing service technologies, as well as implementation of improved household energy efficiency programs.

4. The proposed methodological approaches to estimate the “fuel poverty” can be implemented in the standard scheme of information management systems in terms of constructing a socially-oriented market economy in Ukraine. These approaches enable prompt detection of vulnerable domestic consumers in the energy market for the managerial decisions to be taken by public social protection authorities.

5. A mechanism for responding and overcoming “fuel poverty” should serve as a pivotal basis for optimal public administration and consider the interrelation of the social status and the actual results of the energy market reforming. The interrelation of management measures of such systems presented by us can contribute to the development of a program to improve the living standards of the Ukrainian population towards constructing a socially-oriented market economy in Ukraine.
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